Adenocarcinoma of the esophagus and esophago-gastric junction: the effects of single and combined modalities on the survival and patterns of failure following treatment.
One hundred sixty-five patients with localized adenocarcinomas of the esophagus or esophago-gastric (EG) junction were treated with surgery alone, radiation therapy alone, chemotherapy alone, surgery followed by post-operative radiation therapy, chemotherapy, or chemosensitized radiation therapy, and chemosensitized radiation therapy alone. Patients were retrospectively evaluated for survival, control of tumor within the mediastinum, post-operative swallowing function, patterns of failure, and treatment-related morbidity. Follow-up of survivors ranges from 9-88 months (median 23 months). Chemotherapy and radiation therapy as single modalities were associated with a recurrence rate of 100%. Combined modality therapy significantly reduced the risk of local recurrence in all patient groups. Chemosensitized radiation therapy alone reduced the local recurrence rate to 48%, and surgery followed by radiation therapy reduced the local failure rate to 24%. When chemotherapy or chemosensitization was added to surgery plus radiation, the risk was further reduced to 15%. The use of combined modality therapy was also found to extend the survival of patients without excessive toxicity. Median survival was shortest among the group treated with radiation alone (5 months) and intermediate among patients following chemosensitized radiation alone (10 months) or complete surgical resection alone (15 months). Patients treated with all three modalities had the longest median survival (21 months). Based on this experience, the optimum treatment of these patients appears to include aggressive attempts at surgical resection with chemosensitized radiation therapy. Excellent palliation can also be achieved in unresectable patients with chemosensitized radiation therapy with a smaller chance for long term survival.